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Well done Alfie for your super name writing this 

week; you formed your letters beautifully. 

 

 

 

Out and About 

What have we been up to this week? 

Songs and Rhymes 
On Thursday Little Chestnuts were delighted to discover some plastic 

frogs hiding in some slippery, wet, green jelly!  It inspired us to share 

the song ‘5 Little Speckled Frogs’ together, with lots of lovely chatting 

about ‘taking away’. 

Preschool were so interested in stories written by the author Julia 

Donaldson that we decided to read ‘Superworm’ together this week.  There 

has been lots of lovely chatting about the different insects and bugs we 

could spot in the illustrations.  It was very exciting to find and compare lots 

of different, pretend minibeasts hiding in the sand and even the compost! 

There has been lots of fun choosing and wrapping flowers in our role play 

area and on Wednesday we were delighted to meet Kelvin from the police 

who explained about his job role and even let us try on lots of different 

hats.  We also enjoyed sharing the story ‘Red Lorry, Yellow Lorry’; a lovely 

singing version from the BookTrust can be found on YouTube that you might 

enjoy sharing together at home.  

 

 We have been thinking carefully about the beginning 

sound of things in our play and at snack time this 

week. We have focused on the initial sound ‘o’ and 

had great fun moving and balancing beanbags ‘on’ and 

‘off’ different parts of our body in the hall. 

   

March 24th 2023 

We have enjoyed discovering more seasonal 

changes this week; spotting blossom and catkins as 

well as noticing how much our runner bean shoots 

are changing. After Easter we will be joining Willow 

Class in a weekly Friday Forest School session… 

more details will follow next week. 

  

Happy 4th Birthday Sienna! 

 


